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The norma l e miss ivit y of an isothe rm al cylindrical cavit y (with top), with a diffusely re flecting 
inte rior of re fl ec ti vit y mu ch less tha n 1, is calculated a'pprox im ately as a fun ction of the inside radius 
of the cylind er by the DeVos method. The c alc ula tion is ana lyti ca l, and considers the s ingly and doubl y 
re fl ec ted radiation escaping fro m the cavity aperture, The results of the a nalysis indi cate that , for 
cylinders whose le ngth-to-lid a pe rture ra tio is much la rger than]: (a), for a gi ven cylinder length a nd 
lid aperture, the configura tion with th e inside diam ete r approximate ly 0 ,64 the le ngth has the smaLLest 
normal emiss ivity; (b), as the inside di amete r inc reases or decreases fro m the configura tion of s ma lles t 
normal e miss ivity, the norma l e mi ss ivity increases monotonica ll y, 

K ey word s: Cavit y; cylindri cal cavit y; diffusely re fl ec ting; emissivit y; normal e mi ss ivity; radia tion; 
re fl ec tance. 

1. Introduction mately diffuse 10 the ir re fl ecting and e mitting 
charac te ristics.) 

It is often important to establish design criteri a for 
cavity radiators. A frequently used configura tion is 
the cylindrical cavity with top (fig. 1). If the interior 
of the cavity is isothermal, the normal e missivity of 
the c ylinder may be de fin ed as the ratio of the norm al 
radiance of the cylinde r aperture to the normal 
radiance of a blac kbody at the temperature of the 
interior. If the bidirectional reflectance characteristics 
of the cylinder interior are known, the DeVos method 
[1]1 theore tically enables the normal emissivity of an 
isothermal cylinder to be computed from the sum of: 
(a), the radiation emitted parallel to the cylinder axis 
by the area of the base defined by the proje ction of the 
aperture (parallel to the axis) onto the base; (b), the 
radiation e mitte d by the inte rior of the cylinder whic h 
is incide nt upon the projection of the aperture onto 
the base , and then re fl ected out the cavity ape rture 
parallel to the axis; (c), multiply re flected radiation 
which escapes from the cavity aperture in a dire ction 
parallel to the axis. That is, a DeVos analysis is a 
series expansion of the normal emissivity of a c avity 
in terms involving successively greater numbe rs of 
interre fl ections within the cavity. This series converges 
rapidly if the r e flectance, r, of the cavity interior is 
much less than 1; therefore, the reflectance of the 
cylinder interior is assumed to satisfy this condition. 
To simplify the analysis further, it is also assumed 
that the interior of the cylinder reflects and emits 
diffusely.2 (Many cavity radiator materials are approxi-

I Figures in square brac kets indicate the literature refe rences at the end of this pape r. 
2Jn this paper, the terms " diffuse" and "diffusely" re fer to reRection or e mission that 

follows Lambert's cosine law (3]. 
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Let eCN be the normal e missivity of the c ylinder 
and e the diffuse e missivity of the cylinder interior. 
Then eCN may be writte n, 

where At , A t, etc. , are coe ffi cient s whi c h de pe nd only 
on the cylinder co nfigura tion. From Kirchhoff' s Jaw 
[2] and the ass umption that the cylinder walls are 
opaque, it is clear th at 

(2) 
and that 

.. , (3) 
where 

e tc. 
Quinn has s hown [4] that , for the cylindrical cavity 

of figure 1 with length L, aperture radius R 1 , and 
inside radius R2 , 

where 
r=L/R t • (5) 

Quinn also shows that 
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FIGURE 1. Cross section and top view oj cylindrical cavity : L, 
length oj cylinder; R" radius oj aperture; R" inside radius oj 
cylinder; Z, height oj differential element above base of cylinder. 

X[(M + Y)2+ R~+ 1 + ([(M + Y)2+ R~+ IF 
-4RDo.5] - 1 

X[(M-Y)2+R~+ 1 + ([(M_y)2+R~+ IF 
-4RDo.5] - 1 

where 

X[ ([ (M + Y)2 + R~ + IF - 4RDo.5] - 1 

X[([(M-Y)2+R~+ 1)2-4Rvo.5]-I, 

M = L/2, 

Y =Z-M (see fig. 1). 

2. Analysis 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

It is now assumed that @ is much greater than 1; 
that is, the cylin_der length L is much greater than the 
lid aperture, 2R I • It is desired to compute B2 for 
the two cases: (a), R2 equals R I ; (b), R2 much greater 
than R I • 

2.1. Calculation of 8 2 for R2 Equals RI 

Since M is much greater than 1, it i~ convenient 
to expand B2 as a series in powers of (M) - I. For R2 
equal to R I, it is found that 

to order (M)-4; that is, terms of order (M) -5 or higher 
are discarded. 

2.2. Calculation of 82 for R2 Much Greater Than R I 

If R2 is much greater than R I, Quinn shows [4] 
that B2 m~y_ be approximated with fractional error 
roughly 2(MRD - 1 by 

B; = 45HM)-211 dV(1- V2) 

X[(1 + Vp + 5~]-2[(l- V)2 + 5~] -2, (11) 

where 

V=Z/M-l (see fig. 1). 

B; has the closed form solution, 

B;= 52[16M2(5~ + 1)3] - 1 

X[4(1 - 5V + 5H5~ + 35~ +6) In (l +4/5V 

+ 25H3 - 5V cot-I (52/2)]. 

It is useful to define the function 

which is independent of M. 
It is seen from eq (15) that 

_lim B;= 4- 152 (M)-2 = 4- I R2 (M)-3, 
S2- 0 

and that 
_lim B; = (2/3 )(5~M2) -1. 
S2 --+ 00 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

Thus B~ approaches 0 as 52 approaches 0 and as 52 
becomes infinite; hence B; must have at least one 
maximum as 52 varies from 0 to infinity. Direct com· 
putation of B; (see table 1) establishes a maximum at 

52MAX = 0.644. (18) 

The physical symmetry of the prol~lem suggests that 
there is only 1 maximum of B; as S2 varies from 0 to 
infinity; however, this has not been proved mathe
matically. 

TABLE 1. The normalized, approximate second order DeVos 
reflection coefficient , F(52), Jor a diffusely reflecting cylindrical 
cavity with length much greater than the aperture (see fig. I ) : 
Jor values oj the ratio oj the aperture to the length , 52 , between 0.1 
andl.O 

0.1 
.2 
.4 
.6 
.644 
.8 

1.0 

0.034350 
.070853 
.166720 
.208828 
.210088 
.197426 
.160336 

(Maximum) 

3. Conclusions 
From eq (3) for r CN, eq (4) for B 1, and the preceding 

analysis of B 2, it is seen that: 

a. B I is independent of R2• _ 

b. Since M is much greater than 1, to order (M) - 3, 
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c. As R2 varies from RI to O.64RIM (for M ~ 1), 
B2 increases monotonically to its maximum value, 

d. As R2 varies from O.64RIM to infinity (for 111 ~ 1), 
B 2 decreases monotonically to O. 

e. Since r is much less than 1 and M is much greater 
than 1, r eN is approximately, 

f. As R2 varies from Rl to O.64RJliT (for M ~ 1, 
r ~ 1), reN increases monotonically to its maximum 
value, 

g. As R2 varies from O.64R 1M to infinity (for M ~ 1, 
r ~ 1), r eN decreases monotonically to its minimum 
value. 
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